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Using DNA to construct and power a nanoactuator
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A DNA-based molecular machine is described which has two movable arms that are pushed apart when a
strand of DNA, the fuel strand, hybridizes with a single-stranded region of the molecular machine. Through the
process of branch migration, a second strand of DNA complementary to the fuel strand is able to remove the
fuel strand from the molecular machine, restoring it to its original configuration. Compared with the molecular
tweezers we had previously devised, this machine, which we call a nanoactuator, has a reduced tendency to
form dimers.
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Understanding the mechanisms by which directed mo
can be induced on a molecular scale is an active are
research@1#. Much of this work has been driven by a desi
to understand how biological molecular motors operate
most of this work has focused on thermal ratchets@2#. Ex-
perimental systems exhibiting thermal ratchet behavior h
been devised@3#. More recently several single-molecule d
vices exhibiting directed motion have been made@4,5#. A
DNA-based molecular motor, driven by hybridization e
ergy, has been reported by us@6#. Because of the potentia
application to nanotechnology, it is desirable to explore va
ous ways of constructing molecular-scale engines. Her
DNA-based engine is described in which a pushing fo
rather than a pulling force is generated during the pow
stroke.

DNA has proved to be a versatile material from which
construct nanoscale structures@7# and machines. This versa
tility results primarily from its simple molecular recognitio
chemistry: Two strands of single-stranded~ss! DNA hybrid-
ize well to form double-stranded~ds! DNA only if the se-
quences of bases of the two strands are complementary@8#.
The large size of the combinatorial space@9# of nucleotide
sequences that can be used as labels to determine w
strands of DNA hybridize with each other facilitates the co
struction of complex structures. This has allowed the ass
bly of a variety of wire frame polyhedral structures@10#,
complex knots@11#, and two-dimensional sheets consisti
of DNA tiles @12#. This may form the basis for a versati
self-assembly technology@13#. Also, through molecular se
lection experiments various DNA structures have been fo
that are capable of enzymatic activity@14#. Progress has als
been made in the rational design of DNA-based molecu
machines@6,15#. In one machine@15# the B-Z transition of
DNA was used to produce structural rearrangements. M
recently we have used DNA hybridization to power the c
sure of a tweezerslike DNA structure@6#. A means for re-
opening these molecular tweezers was provided by utiliz
the branch migration process whereby one strand of D
can displace another as each competes for binding wi
third complementary strand@16#. A related molecular ma-
chine is reported here. We refer to this engine as a nan
tuator. In this machine DNA hybridization is used to pu
two components apart rather than to pull them together
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addition, the nanoactuator is less susceptible to dimer for
tion than are the molecular tweezers.

The nucleotide sequences for the strands of DNA use
construct and operate the actuator are given in Table I.
device and its operation are illustrated in Fig. 1. As shown
Fig. 1~a!, the molecular machine is constructed from tw
strands of DNA labeledA and B that hybridize to form a
loop with two 18-base-pair double-stranded regions. Si
the persistence length@20# of dsDNA, ;50 nm, is much
longer than the length of these overlap regions, the dou
stranded regions serve as rigid arms. Since ssDNA ha
short persistence length@21#, the four-base region ofA that
remains single stranded,HA of Table I, serves as a flexible
hinge between the two arms. The 48-base region ofB that
remains single stranded consists of a 40-base region,M of
Table I, which we refer to as the motor domain. The mo
domain is sandwiched between the two four-base regi
SB1 andSB2 that serve as spacers. Thermally driven fluctu
tions of the single-stranded portion ofB give rise to entropic
forces that pull the two arms toward each other. Hence, in
relaxed configuration there will be a mean angle of sepa
tion between the two arms that is less than that which wo
be obtained if the single-stranded region ofB were pulled
straight.

As shown in Fig. 1~b!, the fuel strandF is used to push
the two arms apart into the straightened configuration.

TABLE I. Oligonucleotide sequences. The 58 end of each se-
quence is at the left. An overbar denotes the complement o
oligonucleotide sequence.

A5A1 HA A2 B5Ā1 SB1 M SB2 Ā2

a5a1 Ha a2 b5ā1 SB1 M SB2 ā2

b12 5 Ā1 SB1 M SB2 ā2 b215ā1 SB1 M SB2 Ā2

F 5 M̄ t t5TGCTACGA

HA5ATCA Ha5ATTT
SB15CTGG SB25AACG
A15TGCCTTGTAAGAGCGACC
A25ACCTGGAATGCTTCGGAT
a15GCGATGAAGTGTCCACCT
a25CCGTATGGAGCAGAATCC
M5TAACAATCACGGTCTATGCG
GGAGTCCTACTGTCTGAACT
©2001 The American Physical Society13-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! The nanoac-
tuator ~a! consists of two strands
of DNA labeledA andB that hy-
bridize together into a looplike
structure consisting of two stiff
double-stranded arms held to
gether by a short and a lon
single-stranded region. The opera
tion of the nanoactuator is show
in ~b!. Upon hybridizing with the
actuator, the fuel strand pushes th
arms apart into a ‘‘straightened’
configuration. The complement o

F, denoted byF̄, removesF from
the actuator through strand dis
placement by branch migration. A
double-stranded waste product,F

hybridized with F̄, is produced
each time the actuator is cycle
between its ‘‘relaxed’’ and
straightened states.
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indicated in Table I,F possesses a regionM̄ that is comple-
mentary to the motor domain ofB. The hybridization of this
region of F with the B strand pushes the two arms apa
From the average free energy change associated with
hybridization of a complementary base pair (278 meV at
20 °C) and the separation between bases in dsDNA~0.34
nm!, one estimates that pushing forces of order 37 pN co
be developed. This is respectable even for biological mole
lar motors. It is comparable to the stall force generated
RNA polymerase@17#, the most powerful ATPase molecula
04191
.
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y

motor known@18#, and to the forces generated by actin a
microtubule polymerization@19#. The magnitude of the force
applied to an actuator arm is smaller than this number b
factor of 2 or more due to mechanical advantage factors.
hybridizing with the motor domain ofB, a single-stranded
region ofF, called the toehold (t in Table I!, remains. The
actuator is restored to its initial configuration by the intr
duction of the complementF̄ of the fuel strand. This strand
first attaches itself to the fuel strand via the toehold.F̄ then
competes with the actuator for binding with the fuel stra
3-2
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through branch migration@16#. This is a random walk pro-
cess associated with the temporary breaking of base
bonds by thermal fluctuations. The mean time between s
is on the order of 10ms. The random walk makes a firs

passage to the point whereF and F̄ are fully hybridized. At
this point the actuator has been restored to its relaxed

figuration and the waste product ofF fully hybridized with F̄

has been created. By successively addingF and thenF̄ the
actuator can be repeatedly cycled between its straighte
and relaxed configurations.

All oligomers used in the experiments reported here w
purchased and purified, as in@6#, by Integrated DNA Tech-
nologies, Inc.~IDT!. Stock solutions were prepared by resu
pending the lyophilized oligonucleotides in TE buffer@10
mM Tris „tris~hydroxymethyl!-aminomethane… pH 8.0, 1
mM EDTA ~ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid!# at a nominal
25 mM concentration. Unless stated otherwise, experime
were performed at 1mM concentrations at 20 °C, by addin
DNA stock to a 48m l volume of sodium phosphate/sodiu
chloride ~SPSC! buffer ~pH 6.5, 1M NaCl!.

Gel electrophoresis experiments supplementing thos
@6# were performed to demonstrate that there is no un
pected hybridization between any two of the strandsA, B, F,
F̄, and their subsections. This indicates that only those
tions of the strandsA, B, F, and F̄ that were designed to
hybridize with each other do, and hence the interaction
tween the strands are those depicted in Fig. 1.

StrandA was labeled at the 58 and 38 ends with the dyes
TET and TAMRA, respectively. Fluorescence resonance
ergy transfer~FRET! @22# between these two dyes was us
to monitor the separation between the two arms of the ac
tor. The TET dye was excited with 514.5 nm argon ion la
light, and the fluorescence was measured as described in
@6#. The degree of fluorescence quenching as a function
dye separation had been previously determined@6#. Titration
experiments using the TET fluorescence as an indicator w
performed to determine stoichiometry between the stock
lutions of various DNA strands.

When strandB is added to strandA in stoichiometric
amounts the TET fluorescence increases by a factor of
When strandF is added to this the fluorescence increases
another factor of 1.8. From this it is inferred that the distan
between the two dyes when the actuator is in its rela
configuration is 5.1 nm. In the straightened configuration
distance between the two dyes is;13 nm. Figure 2 shows a
plot of fluorescence with time as the actuator is cycled
tween its relaxed configuration and its straightened confi
ration through successive applications ofF andF̄. Under our
experimental conditions, the time for half completion of t
straightening reaction is 21 s while the time for half comp
tion of the relaxation reaction is 59 s. The decay in fluor
cence is fully accounted for by the decrease in the actu
concentration that results from successive addition of 3.0m l
F and 3.1m l F̄ at nominal 12.5mM concentration. To dem
onstrate that the observed TET fluorescence changes ar
marily due to FRET with the TAMRA dye, actuators we
constructed in which theA strand was only TET labeled. Fo
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these strands a 10% fluorescence change was noted d
hybridization withB. No further fluorescence change, apa
from that due to dilution, was detected upon operating th
actuators.

A correctly formed actuator consists of a singleA and a
singleB strand hybridized together. More complex structur
consisting of loops possessing two or moreA strands andB
strands can form. At the concentrations employed in our
periments the smallest of these unwanted loops domin
and, hence, we will refer to these structures as dimers an
correctly assembled actuators as monomers. To quant
the formation of dimers, a second actuator was designed
ing the sequencesa andb instead ofA andB. StrandsA and
a can combine with the strandsB and b, respectively, to
form actuators or they can be cross linked using the stra
b12 and b21. The latter sequences are both partly comp
mentary to sections ofA and a ~cf. Table I!. Hence, the
smallest looplike structure formed by the hybridization
stoichiometric amounts ofA, a, b12, andb21 is of the same
size as the simplest dimer formed by twoA (a) strands with
two B (b) strands.

The amount of dimer formation was assessed in two
ferent ways. The first method employed polyacrylamide
electrophoresis~PAGE!. Figure 3 shows the result of
PAGE run, in which the nanoactuator is compared with
dimer standard formed byA, a, b12, andb21. The run was
performed under nondenaturing conditions at 20 °C and w
a constant current ofI 520 mA, using a 5% polyacrylamide
gel and TBE~Tris-borate-EDTA, pH 8.3! as reservoir buffer.
Prior to loading the gel, reactions were performed with eq
amounts~25 pmol! of dye-labeled strands to which stoichio
metric amounts of all other strands were added, yieldin
typical final concentration of 5mM for each species. Eac
reaction step was given a minimum of 10 min to proceed
near completion. The PAGE experiment confirms that lit
dimer formation takes place~see caption Fig. 3!.

The second method of checking for large loop formati
employed a series of fluorescence measurements (F1 –F4),
summarized in Table II. These experiments were carried
at concentrations and buffer conditions as in the meas
ments for Fig. 2. The total DNA concentration was the sa

FIG. 2. The fluorescence intensity as a function of time as
actuator is successively straightened and relaxed. WhenF is added,
the fluorescence increases due to the increased distance betwe

TET and TAMRA dyes. WhenF̄ is added the fluorescence de
creases.
3-3
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for all four experiments and all strands were mixed in s
ichiometry. Where two strands of a given type were us
such asA anda in F2, A andÃ in F3, andÃ anda in F4,
1:1 mixtures were employed. Table II contains a set of fo
equations for the eight variablesx, I A , I Ã , I A,A , I A,a , I A,Ã ,
I Ã,Ã , I Ã,a . This system can be solved under the followi
assumptions.~i! All fully dye-labeled dimers exhibit the
same fluorescence (I A,A5I A,a). ~ii ! The fluorescence o
dimers formed byA and unlabeledÃ and that of dimers
composed ofa and Ã is equal (I A,Ã5I Ã,a). When A was
substituted byÃ in F1 the fluorescence was less than 0.5
of that observed without the substitution and was consis
with zero, indicating that~iii ! I Ã5I Ã,Ã50. This reduces the
number of unknown variables to four and the solution of
system of equations in Table II is

FIG. 3. Test of dimer formation using polyacrylamide gel ele
trophoresis: DNA migrates from top to bottom; shorter strands
grate faster. In lanes~a!–~g! the actuator is assembled and operat
whereas lane~h! contains the dimer construct made fromA, a, b12,
andb21 as described in the text. Lane~a! contains strandA. Lane
~b! shows the result of the assembly of actuators from strandsA and
B. The lowest and darkest band corresponds to the correctly
sembled device, whereas the higher and fainter bands are d
dimers, as can be judged from comparison with lane~h!. In ~c! the
actuator is straightened by adding the fuel strandF. The dark ac-
tuator band shifts accordingly to higher molecular weight. T
dimer ‘‘ladder’’ also shifts, asF can also bind to dimers. The fain
band at the height of the relaxed actuator is due to a slight devia
from stoichiometric conditions. In lanes~d!–~g! the actuator is re-
laxed and straightened twice by successively adding the rem

strandF̄ and the fuel strandF. Actuators and dimers shift accord
ingly. As errors in stoichiometry accumulate over several cyc
faint bands appear ‘‘out of phase.’’ The dark bands at the bottom

lanes~d!–~g! are produced by the ‘‘waste product’’FF̄.
04191
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x512~4I F322I F1!/~2I F42I F2!, ~1!

wherex is the fraction of correctly assembled actuators.
serting the experimental values forI F1 , I F2 , I F3, and I F4,
one finds that 90% of the DNA strands are assembled p
erly. In contrast to the molecular tweezers@6#, the dimer
formation takes place during the assembly of the molecu
machine and not during its operation. Thus, in principle o
could purify the actuators after the assembly step and ope
exclusively with correctly assembled devices.

In conclusion, we have constructed a DNA-based actua
that can be cycled between a relaxed and a straightened s
Like the molecular tweezers, it is a clocked molecular mo
operated by successive addition of fuel strands followed
their complements. Unlike the molecular tweezers, hybr
ization of the fuel strand with the actuator pushes the t
arms apart. Also, because of its loop structure, the actuat
less susceptible to forming dimers than are the molec
tweezers.

F.C.S. thanks the Alexander von Humboldt Foundat
for support through the Feodor Lynen program.
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TABLE II. ExperimentsF1 –F4 performed to determine the
amount of dimer formation during the actuator assembly.A, B, a,
b12, andb21 are ssDNA strands specified in Table I.A anda are

both TET and TAMRA labeled; strandÃ has the same sequence
A, but is not fluorescently labeled. The first column of the table li
the strands used for the experiments. By construction, inF2 andF4
only dimers can form, whereas inF1 andF3 a mixture of correctly
assembled actuators and dimers can be expected. In the se
column this is expressed in terms of the fluorescence intensitie
the reaction mixtures after completion of the assembly reaction.
fluorescence contributions of correctly assembled actuators
termedI A and I Ã . The other contributionsI A,A , I A,a , I A,Ã , I Ã ,Ã,
and I Ã ,a stem from dimers formed by the strands listed in t
subscripts.xP@0,1# is the amount of dimer formation, to be dete
mined by this set of experiments. The final column contains
actually measured fluorescence intensitiesI normalized to the final
fluorescence valueI F1 for experimentF1.

Strands Final fluorescenceI I /I F1

F1 A,B I F15xIA1
1
2 (12x)I A,A 1

F2 A,a,b12,b21 I F25I A,a/2 0.822

F3 A,Ã,B I F35(x/2)I A1(x/2)I Ã 0.515

1(12x)I A,A/8
1(12x)I A,Ã/4
1(12x)I Ã,Ã/8

F4 Ã,a,b12,b21
I F45I Ã,a/2 0.696
3-4
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